ABSTRACT Due to the limited capability for information processing, humans only choose a small amount of input data received from visual field to better understand their environment. The selection of visual input implies the nonuniform distribution of visual attention, which is influenced by environmental visual stimuli and endogenous subject interest. Traditional saliency models do not differentiate individuals, exploring the common trend in attention deployment. This paper investigates individual nuance and association in both saccadic movements and attention distribution, and then discusses how individuality plays a role in predicting attention with low-level and deep features, respectively. It turns out that individual differences indeed exist and can be better discriminated by deep features. In conclusion, individuality not only contributes to improving the accuracy of attention prediction models but also gives us a hint about some interesting viewing behavior that stands out from the crowd pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the abundance of visual information in ambient environment, primates can move their eyes and selectively filter out irrelevant and nonsignificant input to make the best of limited neural hardware. Only a small portion of input from certain areas will be transferred from the visual field to the brain for further processing. Such areas that pop out from the surrounding are considered salient.
Visual saliency was initially discussed in biological studies and later introduced into computer vision. Traditional saliency models tend to identify common patterns in visual attention across individuals. Rationales behind attention grabbing are revealed from different perspectives. Generally speaking, saliency models are categorized as bottom-up and top-down models based on the attention-driven mechanism. Bottom-up models put emphasis on the influence of lowlevel features like color, luminance and orientation while top-down models consider high-level messages such as prior knowledge from subjects and the goal of visual search. The ground breaking work of saliency analysis was proposed by [1] , on which lots of later bottom-up models are grounded. It first extracts visual features of different scales and adopts center-surround difference operations to obtain feature maps. This process simulates the structure of primate visual system. Then a new normalization operator is designed to boost feature maps with high response areas and suppress those without any particular information. Finally, features maps of different scales and channels are integrated to obtain the final saliency map. Another example of bottom-up saliency model is the graph-based visual saliency model developed by [2] . Similar with [1] , the new model needs to compute feature maps, from which a Markov chain can be derived to generate activation maps. The final saliency map is obtained by normalizing and combining all the activation maps. While various bottom-up models tries to shed light on the basic mechanism of human visual system, top-down models take a different tack to explain what drives human attention. For instance, in [3] prior knowledge of how and where a potential target may appear in an image is incorporated to predict human fixations. Then models combining both bottom-up and top-down factors were developed to predict visual attention from a more comprehensive view [4] .
Apart from bottom-up features like color and top-down cognitive features like faces, psychological studies also explored other factors that might be connected with the way people move eyes to distribute visual attention. For instance, semantic and syntactic information of the scene, previous search history of subjects as well as relative values of the targets and the distractors are also worth considering in human eye movements [5] . With so many factors in discussion, a subject may be strongly influenced by several factors but totally unconcerned about others, but not all the subjects share the same pattern. Hence a general saliency model designed to predict common viewing trends may not be precise enough and we should consider individuality in visual attention.
The nonuniform distribution of visual attention is usually modulated by the interaction of both external and internal factors. On the one hand, the deployment of visual attention can be easily affected by external constraints such as task type [6] or scene category [7] . On the other hand, individuality is also at play in determining which stimuli will activate brain regions in charge of eye movements. In fact, human eye movements are found to be idiosyncratic [8] , i.e., more consistent within an individual than between individuals. Then it is further pointed out that the identity and age of subjects are highly related to the manner they move their eyes [9] , [10] . Such heterogeneity even exists in human sensitivity to distracting stimuli, which also influences how an image is perceived [11] .
However, few efforts have been put into modelling individual specific visual attention. As part of the society, individuals are independent of and associated with each other simultaneously, so are their viewing habits. This property of concurrent correlation and distinction makes it possible to employ multi-task learning for individual visual attention prediction. Multi-task learning usually involves with several inference tasks, the information sharing among which contributes to the final performance. Depending on assumptions of task relatedness, variants of multi-task learning such as robust multi-task learning (RMTL) [12] , dirty multitask learning (DMTL) [13] and clustered multi-task learning (CMTL) [14] are developed for different purposes. In the case of visual attention prediction, it is reasonable to infer that several subjects are driven by the same viewing mode while others by another. Since robust multi-task learning (RMTL) can detect outliers and capture the inherent stucture within tasks, we propose to adopt the framework for the individual specific problem, i.e., predicting personalized visual saliency (PVS).
PVS takes image feature maps as input and posits a weight associated with each feature. The attention mechanism is simulated by finding an appropriate mapping from feature space to saliency space for each subject. The weight obtained for each feature can be considered as human responses to that feature. With PVS, we aim to distinguish nuances in individual preferences and identify anomaly viewing patterns resulted from individuality.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section II analyzes individual differences in visual attention. Section III illustrates how we obtain input features for PVS and explains the framework of PVS based on RMTL. In Section IV, experimental results are presented and analyses are given. Our main contributions will be declared in Section V.
II. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN VISUAL ATTENTION
Humans move their eyes to get enough visual input from the environment to construct the mental image and make inference of the scene [15] , so eye movements can be considered as the process of attention allocation. Two kinds of eye movements are widely investigated to gain insight about visual attention:
• Saccade: subjects move their eyes from one location to another rapidly. Saccades correspond to the desire to change the focus of visual attention.
• Fixation: subjects keep their eyes stabilized on a location for a period of time. Fixations indicate that subjects want to investigate the content with rapt attention. Therefore, we intend to explore individuality in visual attention from the above two aspects.
A. INDIVIDUALITY IN SACCADIC MOVEMENTS
Saccadic movements are usually characterized by saccade amplitudes and orientations [16] . The individual traits in saccades are described by the joint distribution of saccade amplitude and orientation, which is obtained by kernel density estimation as follows:
where
are saccade samples from individual k, n is the number of saccade samples, K (·) is a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel. Fig. 1 shows the individual traits in saccade amplitudes and orientations for four different subjects from the EyeCrowd data set [17] . The following observations can be made:
• Subject_2 and subject_6 tend to have longer saccades than subject_10 and subject_12;
• Subject_2, subject_6 and subject_12 prefer horizontal saccades over vertical saccades. But for subject_10, such pattern is less obvious;
• Subject_2, subject_10 and subject_12 have a nearly symmetrical pattern in the horizontal direction, while subject_6 is slightly more likely to move their eyes leftward than rightward. How subjects move their eyes can be associated with how subjects finally deploy their attention. For example, subjects with relatively shorter saccades probably have more concentrated attention distribution and subjects who prefer moving their eyes in certain directions may also allocate their attention asymmetrically. Since fixations can provide means to analyze attention, we then discuss whether the attention distribution is also heterogeneous across different subjects.
B. INDIVIDUALITY IN ATTENTION DISTRIBUTION
Subjects are independent individuals with different preferences and habits, so what attracts their attention may FIGURE 1. Distribution of saccade amplitudes with standard error amplified by a factor of 1000 (left column), distribution of saccade orientations (middle column), and joint distribution (right column) for subject_2, subject_6, subject_10, and subject_12 from EyeCrowd data set [17] .
vary from person to person. Fig. 2 visualizes individual saliency maps, which are produced by convolving a Gaussian function over fixations related to each specific subject for image 002, 004 and 477 from EyeCrowd data set [17] , respectively. Comparing the saliency maps for different subjects, we can reach the following conclusions:
• In image 002, all the subjects pay attention to conspicuous human faces while only several of them notice VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Visual attention distribution of 16 subjects on image 002, image 004, and image 477 from EyeCrowd data set [17] . For each image, the first row: from subject_1 to subject_8, the second row: from subject_9 to subject_16.
the objects on the table. Particulary, subejct_6 and subject_12 pay as much attention to the table as human faces;
• In image 004, the foreground human faces are still the focus of attention. However some subjects have a dispersive attention distribution while subject_4, subject_12, subject_13 and subject_14 just concentrate on a specific person in the group photo;
• In image 477, nearly all the fixations are close to the image center or foreground people. For some subjects, the well-known center bias [18] seems to dominate over top-down information -subject_10, subject_12, subject_14 and subject_15 keep their eyes on the bonfire at image center instead of the surrounding people.
Obviously, saliency maps for different subjects are not exactly the same, but we cannot conclude with certainty that differences between any two subjects are important enough to form individual patterns. In other words, individuality cannot be generalized directly from differences in saliency maps. However, incorporating individuality into a predictive model allows us to see whether individuality makes a difference in terms of the concrete and practical performance measure. Therefore, we propose a framework for saliency prediction by exploring the mapping from image feature space to saliency space and discuss how individuality affects the mapping pattern.
III. PERSONALIZED VISUAL SALIENCY A. FEATURE EXTRACTION 1) LOW-LEVEL FEATURES
In this part, we will extract low-level features from three different channels, i.e. intensity, color and orientation, as proposed in [1] .
Given an image with red, green and blue channels, the intensity is obtained by:
Color opponent channels are believed to be capable of expanding visual capacities in the wavelength and spatialfrequency domains [19] . Hence, as for the second feature channel, we define two kinds of color opponent channels, i.e., red versus green and blue versus yellow, as follows:
With regard to orientation channel, we extract local orientation features by use of oriented Gabor filters G(θ), which resemble the receptive profiles of human visual cells [20] .
Four preferred orientations are considered. The orientation feature is obtained by convolving the intensity map I with a Gabor filter:
Each feature is computed at six different scales. Thus, 42 features are extracted in total. PVS with low-level features is denoted by PVS (low) in later discussion.
2) DEEP FEATURES
Previous studies have shown that later layers in CNNs can capture global information and be used to predict fixation saliency maps [21] . Hence, we extract certain layers from two pretrained deep models, i.e., VGG16 [22] and GoogLeNet [23] , as deep features.
• VGG16: We extract the outputs of conv4_3 layer and conv5_3 layer, denoted by PVS(V4) and PVS(V5) in later discussion;
• GoogLeNet: We extract the outputs of icp2_out layer and icp3_out layer, denoted by PVS(G2) and PVS(G3) in later discussion.
B. SALIENCY PREDICTION MODEL BASED ON RMTL
Considering the association and distinction of individual visual attention, it is natural to think of employing multi-task learning for personalized saliency prediction. For example, in [27] , multi-task CNN is proposed to predict personalized saliency. But a deep neural network like CNN has a complex architecture with too many parameters, which makes it difficult to separate the influence of individuality from the superiority of the model itself. In this section, we incorporate individuality into a framework based on RMTL. Saliency maps are generated for every individual respectively. To be specific, the prediction task is transformed into a regression problem. For m subjects, our goal is to learn m linear functions f t (x) = w T t x, t = 1, 2, ..., m, from the training set. The weight vectors w t for all the individuals can be represented by a matrix W = (w 1 , w 2 , ..., w m ). A common paradigm to learn these vectors is by minimizing the empirical loss plus the regularization term as follows:
where Loss(W ) is the empirical loss penalizing the difference between the prediction and the ground truth, (W ) is designed to encode the prior knowledge of task relatedness. In RMTL, subjects are divided into two groups. The first group contains subjects that are associated with each other and the other contains subjects whose viewing behavior differs greatly from others. Hence, RMTL designs a composite structure which couples the associated subjects using a lowrank matrix L and identifies the outlier subjects using a group-sparse matrix S. The low-rank structure reflects the high correlation between weight vectors of different subjects while the group-sparse structure explains the rarity of outliers. Weight matrix W is actually the direct summation of L and S. As a result the weight vector of the t th subject can be written as:
where l t and s t are the tth column vector of matrices L and S, respectively. The final objective function of RMTL is formulated as:
where the trace norm regularization term L * ensures the low-rank structure and the l 1,2 -norm regularization term S 1,2 guarantees the group-sparse structure.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments are conducted on the public EyeCrowd data set [17] , which includes 500 images freely viewed by 16 subjects aged between 20 and 30 years old. Each image is displayed for 5 seconds. Since we aim to learn individual saliency maps for each subject rather than a general one for all of them, it is necessary to ensure that each image in the training set contains enough fixations for every subject to generate ground truth individual saliency maps. Therefore, we only retain images on which there are at least 10 fixations for each subject. Thus, we still have 311 images, of which 200 are used for training and the rest for testing.
A. COMPARISON BETWEEN PVS AND EXISTING SALIENCY MODELS
Most saliency models can be summarized in three stages [2] : (1) extraction: compute feature maps of different channels from the original image; (2) activation: obtain activation maps indicating conspicuous regions over an image from feature maps; (3) normalization/combination: combine the normalized activation maps. Our RMTL based method aims to find the mapping from image feature space to saliency space directly, so the activation and combination steps are simplified into determining the best weight vector w for each subject, which raises the question whether it is reasonable to simply combine feature maps in an individual specific way.
To demonstrate the rationality of PVS for personalized visual attention prediction, we also generate saliency maps by Itti [1] , GBVS [2] , BMS [24] , LDS [25] and UHM [26] and evaluate prediction performance by five different metrics.
• Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS): Saliency maps are first normalized so that the mean saliency value is 0 and the standard deviation is 1. Then the saliency values at all the fixation locations are averaged to get the NSS score [28] .
• Area under ROC Curve (AUC_Judd and AUC_Borji): When evaluated by AUC, saliency maps are interpreted as classifiers distinguishing fixated and unattended pixels, the performance of which can be characterized by ROC curves. The Area under ROC curve is denoted by AUC. AUC_Judd [29] and AUC_Borji [30] are two variants of AUC using different methods to determine negative and positive samples. • Correlation Coefficient (CC): CC is the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, which describes the linear relationship between the predicted saliency map and the binary fixation map [31] .
• Histogram Similarity (SIM): SIM was first proposed for image matching and became widely used in saliency due to its simplicity. Saliency maps are first normalized so that the sum of saliency values is 1. Then smaller values on the same locations of two saliency maps are summed to compute SIM. The first three metrics NSS, AUC_Judd and AUC_Borji are location based while the last two CC and SIM are distribution based. Together they can provide a relatively justified evaluation for saliency models.
Inspired by [25] , we categorize saliency models based on the characteristics of features they use as follows:
• Predefined features: primitive visual features such as color, luminance etc.
• Unsupervised image statistics: independent components, sparse codes etc. Algorithms in the first category include Itti [1] , GBVS [2] , BMS [24] etc. Note that we use the same low-level features as GBVS and Itti did, which makes the comparison more convincing. BMS makes use of the enclosure topological relationship between the foreground object and the background environment. We take it into account for more comprehensive comparison.
Example algorithms in the second category are LDS [25] and UHM [26] . LDS first builds candidate subspaces from sampled image patches using PCA and then computes random contrast maps for subspaces as image features. UHM [26] integrates both local saliency and global saliency. Local saliency is computed as the self-information of features while global saliency is defined by the global rarity of features and computed by random walks. The features used by UHM are learned by Independent Subspaces Analysis (ISA) [32] , which can be regarded as the nonlinear extension of PCA. In fact, the features learned by ISA and pretrained CNNs share the common grounds of image statistics [26] .
Therefore, we compare PVS with low-level features and deep features with competing algorithms in the above two categories, respectively. Scores indicating model performance with regard to individual ground truth for each subject are shown in Fig. 3 while scores averaged across different subjects are presented in Table 1 . For both low-level and deep features, saliency maps produced by combining feature maps in an individual specific way are better than maps produced by corresponding competing methods in temrs of NSS, AUC_Judd, AUC_Borji and CC. The proposed method does not perform well on SIM. Considering that for each subject there are limited fixations on the image, the ground truth saliency maps are relatively sparse. Therefore our method tends to assign lower saliency values. Since SIM penalizes false negatives significantly more than false positives, it is natural that predicted individual maps get lower SIM scores.
B. PERSONALIZED SALIENCY MODEL VERSUS GENERAL SALIENCY MODEL
To exclude the influence of model architecture, we further explore individuality in how subjects perceive images by comparing PVS with two baseline models.
• shuffled PVS: we predict saliency areas for each subject with a randomly selected model rather than the corresponding model trained specifically for the subject;
• General Model: we aggregate the fixations from all the subjects to generate ground truth saliency maps as traditional methods do and train a general model to predict salient areas. Model performance is evaluated at both individual level and group level. The location based metric NSS and the distribution based metric CC are chosen since they are equally affected by false positives and negatives. Individual specific scores are shown in Fig. 4 and scores averaged across individuals are presented in Table 2 . PVS outperforms the other two baseline models, consolidating the influence of individuality in visual attention. We also notice that the performance gaps between PVS and baseline models are larger when deep features are used, which implies that deep features can better discriminate individual responses to the same visual stimuli.
C. INFLUENCE OF FEATURE TYPES
Previous studies have found that models using low-level features excel at predicting fixations in high contrast regions while deep models are good at detecting semantic objects [33] . To figure out the influence of feature types on individual saliency, we compare the saliency maps obtained with low-level features and deep features, respectively. Another interesting phenomenon is that features from deeper layers (VGG conv5_3 and GoogLeNet icp3_out) do not have an obviously better generalization ability than features from shallower layers (VGG conv4_3 and GoogLeNet icp2_out). Actually NSS decreases and performance gain in terms of other metrics is not significant either. So we analyze the weight matrices obtained by PVS with different deep features. In Fig. 5 , the weight vector is normalized for better visualization. Only weights larger than 0.5 are considered to be strong response and discussed in Fig. 5 . Lighter colors indicate larger relative weight. We can find that when features from shallower layers are used (left column in Fig. 5 ), only a few features are critical to determining the final saliency while in the case of deeper layers (right column in Fig. 5 ) more features come into play. The more complex response pattern is likely to result in overfitting, which explains why the model performance does not improve. In this sense, we can conclude that when features are abstract enough, the performance reaches a steady state and will not improve even if more complex features are used.
D. CORRELATION OF SUBJECTS
In order to understand the internal structure among subjects, we conduct correlation analysis on the learned weight vectors for different subjects. Correlation coefficients between any two subjects are visualized in Fig. 6 and we observe an interesting phenomenon that subject_6 stands out regardless of the input features. This may be caused by the fact either that the endogenous attention control of subject_6 to given visual stimuli is inconsistent with other subjects, or that there are some errors beyond expectation during the data collection process of subject_6. In both cases, subject_6 should be considered as an outlier. Hence, when we want to evaluate an saliency model designed to detect areas that grab the visual attention in the general sense, the comparison can be more convincing if we remove the fixation data of such outlier subjects. Now we focus on subject_6. From Fig. 6 , it is evident that the subject_6 has relatively stronger correlation with other subjects when low-level features rather than deep features are involved. In the case of deep features, features from deeper layers (VGG conv5_3 and GoogLeNet icp3_out) of pretrained CNNs lead to weaker correlation between subject_6 and others, which implies that the global information hidden in later layers of CNNs [21] can better serve the purpose of identifying outliers compared with low-level information due to its capability of capturing individuality.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Traditional saliency models focus on the common part of visual attention, generating saliency maps statistically meaningful for all the subjects involved. In this paper, we explore individuality in visual attention and take individual differences into account to predict personalized saliency. To fully exploit the association and distinction of multiple subjects, we propose the parsimonious framework of Personalized Visual Saliency (PVS) based on robust multi-task learning. Thus the task of attention prediction is transformed into multiple regression models that are learned simultaneously. The shared part of information across subjects are utilized and the differences among them are distinguished. Both simple low-level features designed by prior knowledge and complex deep features extracted from pretrained CNNs are incorporated into the framework as input features. Experiments demonstrate that PVS outperforms traditional algorithms with regard to individual attention prediction no matter low-level features or deep features are utilized. The comparison between the proposed model, shuffled model and general model further consolidates the existence of individuality in visual attention. The fact that deep features lead to better prediction performance indicates that individuality can be better captured by deep features. Subjects tend to have more heterogeneous responses to high-level semantic contents. Additionally, the correlation among subjects are analyzed, which enables us to get a better understanding of the internal structure within subjects.
